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About the Camille Awards
The Camille Awards – European Film Composer Awards honour the greatest
achievements of European composers of pieces of film and audiovisual music.
Celebrating both cultural diversity and rich musical talent, the Awards are presented
in the three categories: best electro-acoustic score, best original music for a series
and best orchestral score.
The ECSA committee for audiovisual and film music (fface), representing twelve
delegations from fourteen European organisations, is in charge of the nomination
process. Each delegation nominates one composer per category. Delegates from
these organisations then proceed to a first round of votes, reducing the number of
nominees to three per category. In the third and final phase, an international jury of
renowned composers elects their favourite work in each category.
Renamed in tribute to Camille Saint-Saëns, composer of the first music to be scored
for a fiction film (“The Assassination of the Duke of Guise”), the Camille Awards were
launched in 2014 as an initiative of ECSA Vice-President Bernard Grimaldi as a
celebration of European film music and its composers.
The Awards were officially called “The Grand Scores” until this year, in 2018. They used
to be hosted every February in the context of the Berlinale. This year’s edition will be
held on October 20th 2018, in the frame of an exciting new partnership with the
International Sound & Film Music Festival in Pula, Croatia.
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Who are the organisers behind
the Camille Awards?
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The European Composer and Songwriter Alliance
The European Composer and Songwriter

advocates for equitable commercial

Alliance (ECSA) represents over 50,000

conditions

professional composers and songwriters

songwriters and strives to improve social

in 26 European countries. With more

and economic development of music

than 50 member organisations across

creation in Europe. ECSA was initiated

Europe, the Alliance speaks for the

in 2006 in Vienna within the framework

interests of music creators of art and

of the Mozartjahr. It was established as

classical music (contemporary), film

an alliance in March 2007 in Madrid

and audiovisual music, as well as

with the purpose of becoming the

popular music. The main objective of

central organisation representing the

the Alliance is to defend and promote

interests of all music creators in Europe,

the rights of authors of music at the

giving every composer and songwriter a

national, European and international

European voice.

levels

by

any

legal

means.

ECSA
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for

composers

and
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The Camille Awards Steering
Group
The Camille Awards steering group is
composed by Bernard Grimaldi, Luis
Ivars, Chris Smith and Bent Åserud.
With their creativity, experience and
precious

input,

they

contribute

to

making the Camille Awards a first-class
music event for film composers.

International Sound & Film Music
Festival
Based in Pula, Croatia, surrounded by
the 2000-year-old amphitheatre and
magical

seacoast,

the

International

Sound & Film Music Festival (ISFMF) is
one of five film music festivals in the
world that every year gathers a number
of

industry

professionals,

Oscar-winning

composers,

including
sound

designers and filmmakers, as well as
eminent producers, publicists, agents
and students. The primal mission of the
festival is to promote the importance
of film music and film sound, and to
educate about every aspect of it. By
organizing a series of panels, master
classes and workshops, the festival
tends to give not only the mainstream
but also the academic approach and
create a global network that would
continually

grow.

The

festival

also

organizes an annual competition for
Best Original Score in several categories
with hundreds of submissions each
year.
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Programme of the ceremony
Opening
by YoungMasters
Cavatina | THE DEER HUNTER | Stanley Myers, John Williams
The Third Man Theme | THE THIRD MAN | Anton Karas
The Pirates Theme | PIRATES OF THE CARIBBEAN | Klaus Badelt, Hans Zimmer
Bistro Fada | MIDNIGHT IN PARIS | Stephane Wrembel
The Pink Panther Theme | THE PINK PANTHER | Henry Mancini

Welcome by the hosts
Bruna Bajić and Chris Smith
6

Musical Interlude
by YoungMasters
Shakespeare in love – Theme | SHAKESPEARE IN LOVE | Stephen Warbeck
Nearer My God to Thee | TITANIC | Lowell Mason
Hanna's Theme | THE READER | Ozren K. Glaser
The Game of Thrones Opening | THE GAME OF THRONES | Ramin Djawadi

Welcome by the organisers
ECSA President Alfons Karabuda
ISFMF Artistic Director Ozren K. Glaser

Setting the scene
by ECSA President Alfons Karabuda and Robert Townson

Musical interlude by Elis Lovrić
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BEST ELECTRO-ACOUSTIC SCORE AWARD
Ola Fløttum - Thelma
Adrian Foulkes & Lucio Godoy - La niebla y la doncella
Jonas Struck - QEDA

Musical interlude Nina Kraljić & Ozren K. Glaser
BEST ORIGINAL MUSIC FOR A SERIES AWARD
Lorne Balfe & Rupert Gregson-Williams -The Crown (season 2)
Jacob Groth -Modus (season 2)
Ivan Martinez Lacámara &Manel Santisteban - La casa de papel

Musical interlude by Elis Lovrić
7

"IN MEMORIAM"
BEST ORCHESTRAL SCORE AWARD
Ginge Anvik - Askeladden: I Dovregubbens hall
Lasse Enersen - The Unknown Soldier
Dario Marianelli - Paddington 2

Traditional Istrian Music Performance
Closing by the hosts
Closing performance by Nina Kraljić and Ozren K. Glaser
AFTERPARTY
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Meet the nominees for the 2018
Camille Awards
9
The Camille Awards honour composers of original music for audiovisual
artworks in the following categories: best electro-acoustic score, best
original music for a series and best orchestral score.
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Best Electro-acoustic Score
OLA FLØTTUM

artist, Fløttum has become a distinct

'Thelma' – NO

film composer with a unique signature,
working on several highly acclaimed

Ola Fløttum made his debut as a

films in Norway and Sweden, films that

film

the

have been receiving prizes at many

Trier

important festivals such as Cannes,

discovered Fløttum´s music through

Berlin, Sundance and Toronto. Fløttum

the albums of The White Birch and

has composed the score music for 13

Portrait of David, and headhunted him

feature films (8 Norwegian, 4 Swedish

for his first feature film “Reprise”. Their

and 1 German) and contributed with

collaboration continued, and includes

music from The White Birch on 6 feature

Triers feature film “Louder Than Bombs”,

films. He has also scored several short

which participated in the Palme d´Or

films, documentaries, commercials and

selection in Cannes 2015. On Triers

written music for theatre.

composer

Norwegian

in

2005,

director

after

Joachim

latest film “Thelma”, Fløttum received an
as several prizes like «Kanonprisen» and

LUCIO GODOY & ADRIAN
FOULKES

Norwegian Film Critics Award. Fløttum

'La niebla y la doncella' – ES

Oscar short-listing for his score, as well

also scored Ruben Östlund´s Golden
Globe nominated feature film “Force

Lucio Godoy was born in 1958 in

Majeure”. Fløttum won the music prize

Argentina. He has been living in Spain

“Prix de la Creation Musicale” at Premiers

since 1992, working as an active film/

Plans Festival d´Angers in France for Best

tv composer, scoring and doing the

Soundtrack for the film Reprise in 2007.

music production for more than 60

He was nominated for “Kanonprisen” in

feature films. A selection of his feature

Norway the same year. Fløttum has also

films would include: Tiempo Después

won

(Norwegian

(2018), The Mist and the Maiden (2017),

Grammy Award) in 2002 with Salvatore

The Fury of a Patient Man (2016), Bakery

for

Fløttum

in Brooklyn (2016), Everybody has a

released his first album in 1996 and

Plan (2012), Blackthorn (2011), Triage

has since then released 10 albums with

(2009), The Education of Fairies (2006),

The White Birch, Portrait of David and

Melissa P. (2005), or Don’t Move (2004)

Salvatore. He has received numerous

among others. Lucio has also worked as

rave reviews in countries all over the

musical producer for other composer ́s

world. With his background as a music

feature films, such as “The Sea inside”,

Spellemannsprisen
the

album

“Tempo”.
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“The Others” (Alejandro Amenábar)”;

of the Spanish movie “La Niebla y La

“All about my mother”, “Live Flesh”, “The

Doncella” directed by Andrés Koppel

Flower of my Secret” (Alberto Iglesias),

too, both films were done with the

“My Life Without Me” (Alfonso de

composer Lucio Godoy. He also used

Vilallonga), and many more.

to work with the composer Federico
Jusid, mainly being a music producer,
sound designer and musician and in

is a musician, composer and producer.

projects like “The Refugees” the first

He composes for films, Tv Series, dance

co-production

and theatre. Although he began with

Atresmedia

a classical approach to music, he likes

some additional music. In the critical

to think that he explores the tensions

acclaimed Tv serie “Fariña” produced by

between electronic music and acoustic

Atresmedia he also helped as the music

instrumentation and the many ways of

producer, musician and contributing

having an approach to it, always having

with additional compositions. He did

an open mind for the experimentation.

a couple of films too with him, like in

In 2015 he released his first album called

the last film of the director Fernando

“Drift” a solo piano instrumental project.

León “Loving Pablo” or “Life It Self” from

Among his more famous works, in

the American director Dan Fogelman.

2016 he composed the soundtrack

Adrian

of the film “Hurok” being his first film

composing a Colombian Tv Serie called

ever and directed by Isti Madarász. In

“Distrito Salvaje” for Netflix.

and

between

Federico

are

2017 he composed the soundtrack

1
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Adrian Foulkes born in Madrid in 1986,

and

making

currently
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JONAS STRUCK
'Qeda- Man Divided' - DK
Award-winning composer Jonas Struck
is a graduate from the prestigious Royal
Academy of Music in Copenhagen. He
has worked for more than ten years as a
film composer scoring and supervising
various

feature

films,

national

TV-

drama series, and a large number of
documentaries and short films. Latest
the epic tennis drama ”Borg McEnroe”,
starring Shia Le Beouf, the Sci-Fi movie
”Qeda – Man Divided” and the American
TV-drama ”Conrad & Michelle”.
Struck’s inadmissible talent has not
only served the Danish film industry. For

2

several years he was part of the hugely
successful Danish rock band Swan Lee,
with multi-platinum selling albums.
Struck's sound is a mix of electronic
soundscapes and organic instruments
with strong signature themes that sums
up the DNA of the movie.

The Camille Awards
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Best Original Music for a Series
LORNE BALFE & RUPERT
GREGSON-WILLIAMS
'The Crown Season 2' – GB
Lorne Balfe is a Grammy® Awardwinning,

EMMY®

and

BAFTA®

nominated composer from Inverness,
Scotland.

He has scored in virtually

all genres and in all visual media, with
projects ranging from major studio
to independent films, tentpole video
game
films,

franchises,
critically

animated

acclaimed

feature
television

series, and documentary features. His
recent film credits include the scores
for “The Florida Project”, “The LEGO
Batman Movie”, “Ghost in the Shell,”
“Churchill” and “13 Hours”. Balfe recently

1

received an Emmy nomination for
Outstanding Main Title Theme (shared
with Hans Zimmer) for “Genius,” the
Ron Howard-produced television series
about

Albert

Einstein.

Lorne

Balfe

recently completed recording the score
for the highly anticipated action sequel
Mission: Impossible – Fallout which
opens July 27th 2018.
Rupert Gregson-Williams was born
in England and educated at St. John’s
College Choir School, Cambridge.
truly

versatile

composer,

A

Gregson-

Williams has written the scores for a
wide range of feature films, including
the Oscar-winning “Hotel Rwanda,” for

2

which he was awarded the European

The Camille Awards
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Film Award for Best Composer; the

award-winning war drama “Hacksaw

animated films “Over The Hedge” and

Ridge,” and the international hit “The

Jerry Seinfeld’s “Bee Movie,” receiving an

Legend of Tarzan,” starring Alexander

Annie Award nomination for his score

Skarsgård and Margot Robbie and

for the latter; and the independent film

directed by David Yates. Upcoming for

“Love + Hate” for which he was awarded

film, Gregson-Williams is writing the

the

Composer

original score for “Aquaman” directed by

Award. Most recently, Gregson-Williams

James Wan and starring Jason Momoa

scored the blockbuster and critically

and Amber Heard which is being

acclaimed

released on December 21, 2018.

Reims

International

“Wonder

Woman”;

the

JACOB GROTH
'Modus Season 2' – DK
Jacob Groth was born in 1951 in
Copenhagen

(He

still

lives

there,

sharing his time between Denmark
and Los Angeles). His early years were
spent as a performer in various blues/
rock bands. His first major work was
on the Søren Kragh-Jacobsen film
debut “Vil Du See Min Smukke Navle?”.
Jacobs

working

relationship

with

Kragh-Jacobsen led to a long period of
collaboration. He also built an ongoing
working

relationship

with

Director

Rumle Hammerich which included
the movie “Otto Er En Næsehorn” from
1983 up to “Headhunter” in 2009. He is
perhaps most famous for his score work
on the film trilogy based on Swedish
crime author Stieg Larssons Millennium
series of 3 best-selling novels “The Girl
with The Dragon Tattoo” (for which he

3

was nominated for Best Score at the
European Film Awards), “The Girl Who

The Camille Awards
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Kicked The Hornets Nest” and “The Girl
Who Played With Fire”.

IVAN MARTINEZ LACÁMARA &
MANEL SANTISTEBAN
'La casa de papel' – ES

In 2012, he teamed up once again

16

with Millennium director Niels Arden

Manel Santisteban was born in Madrid

Oplev to score the major Hollywood

in

production “Dead Man Down” starring

influenced and motivated by his parents

Colin Farrell and followed this in 2014

fond of Jazz, initially he dedicated

with the action thriller “Skin Trade”.

himself to Jazz composition. During

Jacob has excelled in his more recent

the eighties, attracted by synthesizers,

TV work, from the late 90s watershed

he slipped into Pop and records. He

Danish drama series “Taxa” to his EMMY-

adapted and composed for renowned

winning work on the early life of Hans

artists such as Tino Casal, Mecano,

Christian Andersen “Young Andersen”.

Radio Futura, Monserrat Caballé,the

In 2012, he was commissioned to

Mondragón Orchestra, Ana Belén, Olé

work on the pilot of CBS drama series

Olé, Pepe de Lucia, or Julio Iglesias. In

“Unforgettable”. A series that, aided by

1985, he formed La Decada Prodigiosa,

Groths atmospheric score, went on to

the group recorded eleven albums,

run for 4 seasons and for which Jacob

represented Spain in the Eurovision

was awarded Best Music Score at the

Song Contest (1988), and reached the

ASCAP Awards. Jacob followed this

sum of nineteen platinum discs. In 1983,

with work on the new US supernatural

he received the prize of the Circle of

drama series “Midnight, Texas” for NBC.

Cinematographic Writers, and in 1986

A show for which he has recently been

he directed and arranged the music

re-commissioned to score series 2.

of Matador of Pedro Almodovar. In

1956.

Self-taught

and

eclectic

1997, he obtained the First-place prize
Regarding MODUS, the work for which

in the international composer contest

Jacob has been nominated for the

of the John Lennon Song writing

Camille Awards, the vocals, as well as

(www.jlsc.com). In 1996, he began to

the lyrics on the Theme, are performed

compose the music of more than 800

and written by MISEN. Misen has been

episodes of the fiction series (Vis a Vis,La

Jacobs vocalist for many years, among

Casa de Papel (Money Heist) and many

the most significant works are the

others (www.imdb.com). In 2005 he

theme song for TV series THE EAGLE,

was nominated in the Music Awards

and the international feature movie The

(SGAE-AIE) for the African Spirit album.

Girl with The Dragon Tattoo where she

As a film composer, he worked with

sung and wrote the lyrics for “Would

Fernando González Molina in his films

Anybody Die for Me”.

Fuga de Cerebros, Tres Metros Sobre
el Cielo and Tengo Ganas de Ti. With

The Camille Awards
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Carlos Theron in Fuga de Cerebros 2.
And with Alex Pina in Kamikaze.
Ivan Martinez Lacámara was born in
Zaragoza in 1977 in a family of musicians,
he began his musical studies at the age
of 5, going through the Conservatory
and various music schools, until he
obtained the Professional Degree in
Piano and Harmony in 1998. In 1999, he
met the composer Manel Santisteban,
with whom he collaborated in many
projects over the years. Since then, he
has composed the Original Soundtrack
of many television series, spots, and
short films, as well as arrangements and

1

musical productions in films, tours and
records. Some of his most outstanding
works in the field of TV series are:

17

“Money Heist”, “Locked up”, “The Boat”,

2

The Camille Awards
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Best Orchestral Score
GINGE ANVIK

15 years of meandering around Oslo’s

'Askeladden: I Dovregubbens hall' – NO

musical underground while studying
musicology and social anthropology at

Ginge

the University of Oslo, he accidentally

Anvik, born 1970 in Japan, started out

ended up scoring his first movie in 2005.

in electronica in 1990, composing for

Since then, he has scored 23 feature

radio-theatre,

performances

films (with four currently in production)

and performing at raves and rock

in addition to documentaries, shorts

festivals with his band SubGud. After

and TV-series using a palette ranging

The

Norwegian

composer

dance

18
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1. GINGE ANVIK,
2. LASSE ENERSEN,
3. DARIO MARIANELLI
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3
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from symphonic to pure electronic and

DARIO MARIANELLI

anything in between he finds suitable

'Paddington 2' – GB

to tell a story. Moreover, he is an avid
his

Dario Marianelli was born in Pisa

observatory in the woods for inspiration

and studied piano and composition

on starry nights.

in Florence and London. After a year

astrophotographer,

escaping

to

as a postgraduate composer at the

LASSE ENERSEN

Guildhall School of Music and Drama,

'The Unknown Soldier' – FI

he spent 3 years at the National Film
and Television School, from which he
on

graduated in 1997. Dario’s film scores

November 7th, 1978, Lasse Enersen is

include “Paddington 2” (2017), “Anna

a Finnish-Norwegian composer, who

Karenina” (2012), “Jane Eyre” (2011),

studied Composition in Master’s degree

“Atonement” (2007), “V for Vendetta”

program in Sibelius-Academy, 2001-

(2006) and “Pride and Prejudice” (2005)

2004 with Erkki Jokinen and Paavo

and many more. Dario won the Oscar,

Heininen. Lasse Enersen won the first

Golden Globe and Ivor Novello Award

prize in the international composers’

in the Best Original Score category for

competition Waterworks with Agua

the award-winning Working Title film

Nocturna for solo cello and mixed

“Atonement”, for which he also won

choir. He also did additional music

the World Soundtrack Award and was

and

BAFTA nominated. Dario’s collaboration

Born

in

Hamburg,

arranging

work

Germany

for

Alexandre
Max

with Joe Wright on the film “Anna

Richter and Heitor Pereira, as well as

Karenina” led to his nomination for an

numerous

for

Academy Award, BAFTA and Golden

top Finnish artists, including Radioplay

Globe for Best Original Score, and in

Number 1 hits in Sweden and Germany.

May 2013, he won the Ivor Novello

Aku Louhimies’ Unknown Soldier (2018)

Award for Best Original Film Score

with Lasse Enersens' score won the

for “Anna Karenina”. He has recently

audience award for best movie at Jussi

completed work on the score to his

Gala. Unknown Soldier sold over 1 million

second Laika animation, “Kubo and the

tickets in Finland, making it the biggest

Two Strings”, for which he won an Ivor

box office hit in Finland for any movie in

Novello Award, and also worked on his

the last 50 years. Upcoming movies: two

fifth film collaboration with director

tentpole movies with director Renny

Asif Kapadia on live action feature “Ali

Harlin for Ali Baba Picture and Wanda

and Nino”. In 2017, Dario continued his

Pictures in China, Legend of the Ancient

working relationship with Joe Wright

Sword and Bodies at Rest.

on “Darkest Hour” and also scoring Paul

Desplat,

Abel

Korzeniowski,

strings

arrangements

King’s “Paddington 2”.
The Camille Awards
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Musical interludes
The following artists will be performing the musical interludes during
the Camille Awards.

YOUNGMASTERS
Thanks to its concept with plenty
of

cultural

events,

Youngmasters

has established itself as the most
attractive summer school in Croatia.
Proved to be interesting to students
and their teachers it brings together
lecturers, artists and young musicians
from all over the world. The diversity
20

of Youngmasters lays not only in the

1

choice of instruments, but also in the
expert, artistic and educational facilities.
Discovering new acoustic and inspiring
venues attracts the audience as well as
the master performers. Youngmasters
Festival gives a lot more than just
music – it connects young people from
different countries, nationalities and
cultures who still perfectly understand
each other through the language of
music.
The String Quartet Veyll is a new
Ensemble founded at the Zagreb Music
Academy,

where it works under the

supervision of professor Pavle Zajcev.
The first violin of the Veyll Quartet is
Lara Rimac - the beloved violinist from

2

Samobor who has gained years of
experience at Youngmasters Festival,

The Camille Awards
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working

with

some

3

ELIS LOVRIĆ

equal

Ensembles.

The Croatian singer, songwriter, actress

Lara

the

and poet explores the rich musical

other members

tradition of her native region (Istria,

of the Quartet:

a peninsula located in the North -

Anđela

Lijović

West of Croatia), blending acoustic

- violin, Kristina

guitar, traditional instrumentation and

Knežević - viola

contemporary production in a deeply

and Stin Lebar

personal,

- cello realized

in her local dialect (‘labinjonski’), but

many

also in English, Italian, German and

and

projects

evocative

collaborating

Portuguese,

in

language

various

Elis

sound.

believes

connects

us

Singing

that

one

it's

the

all:

combinations of

language of the soul, expressed through

chamber music

music, poetry, and performance.

formations.

NINA KRALJIĆ
1. MARTA FAULLEND HEFERER,
2. THE GAGS ENSEMBLE,
3. ELIS LOVRIĆ,
4. NINA KRALJIĆ

The GAGS Ensemble perform at the
concerts and various cultural events. In

Nina

addition to the rich concert activities,

songwriter and voice actress. She is

few of them are successful as guitar

known for winning season one of The

teachers. With their many-sided musical

Voice and for being a finalist in the

education and youthful enthusiasm,

Eurovision Song Contest 2016 with the

they are also an indispensable part of

song „Lighthouse“. Kraljić is the winner

the Youngmasters Festival's production

of the Croatian Porin award for Croatia's

team.

Marko

best new act of 2016. Her debut album

Vuckovic, one of the members of the

„Samo“ was released on 30 September

Ensemble, play a significant role in

2016.

The

arrangements

of

Kraljić

is

a

Croatian

singer-

their repertoire of various genres. At the
Camille Awards Gala Ceremony GAGS
will be presented as the guitar sextet
with Marija Crljen, Marko Vuckovića,
Sara Botunac, Tomislav Smolčić, Borna
Dekanić i Petra Karija.
A guitar student from Zagreb Music
Academy, Marta Faullend Heferer is
going to perfom as a soloist with Vyell
String Quartet.

4
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Meet the jury members for the 2018
Camille Awards
The international jury of the Camille Awards consists of film music
composers solely.

produced soundtracks for Walt
Disney, ABC, Comcast, Canal
+, UbiSoft, SYFY, USA Network
and

22

many

more.

Born

in

France, and currently residing
in

Philadelphia,

Patrick

de

Caumette studied music at
the Berklee College of Music
(Berklee Faculty Award 1984).
As an audio director, Patrick
oversees all aspects of audio

PATRICK DE CAUMETTE

for media: score, dialog, sound design

Composer – USA

and music supervision. His ability to
deliver soundtracks in a wide variety

A four-time EMMY winning composer,

of genres and cultures has made him

audio

the go-to composer for many industry

director,

music

supervisor

and guitarist, Patrick de Caumette

professionals.

creates original scores internationally,

tradition, and a flair for world cultures

serving the film, TV, video game and

and period music are his trademarks of

advertising

choice.

industries.

Patrick

has

The Camille Awards
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VICTOR REYES

winner ‘La ciudad sin límites’ (Antonio

Composer – ES

Hernández, 2003), or “Turning Tide”
(Christophe Offenstein, 2013). In 2007 he

Identified

as

a

renovator

of

neo-

began working with acclaimed director

known

Rodrigo Cortés, composing the score for

for his film music, primarily for his

his first film “The Contestant”, following in

Emmy award-winner score “The Night

2010 with groundbreaking film “Buried”,

Manager”, or his IFCMA award-winners

and finally in 2012 with new classic “Red

scores “Buried” and “Grand Piano”. With

Ligths”. In 2016, he obtained the Emmy

classical background, he completed his

award in the category of Best Composer

studies at Madrid Opera School of Music,

for his work on “The Night Manager”,

developing during the 90’s a dynamic

groundbreaking

classicism,

Victor

Reyes

is

BBC’s

production

career as arranger for national
and

international

artists

as

Julio Iglesias, Plácido Domingo,
Ricky

Martin

or

Montserrat
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Caballé. It is in this period that
Victor began working in film
music, composing the score
for notorious films in Spain
as “As A Lightning” (Miguel
Hermos,

1996)

(Miguel

Hernández,

or

“Lisbon”
1999),

being unanimously recognize
by critics as a talented and
versatile composer. Dedicated
in exclusive on composition
since 2000, he wrote the score
for several international productions,

based of John Le Carré’s novel. To this

as “One of The Hollywood Ten” (Karl

day, Victor has composed the score

Francis, 2001) “All Stewardess Goes

for more than 50 films and TV Series,

to Heaven” (Daniel Burman, 2002),

obtaining numerous acknowledgments

multiple Academy of Spain award-

and awards.
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Oscar-winning

and

Oscar-

nominated films such as his
long-time collaborator Atom
Egoyan’s The Sweet Hereafter
and Exotica, Moneyball and
Capote with director Bennett
Miller,

The

Imaginarium

Doctor

Parnassus

Gilliam,

Monsoon

for

of

Terry

Wedding,

The Breadwinner, Little Miss
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Sunshine,

(500)

Days

of

MYCHAEL DANNA

Summer, Being Julia, Pixar’s The Good

Composer – CA

Dinosaur, Deepa Mehta’s Water and Girl,
Interrupted. Television scores include

Mychael Danna is an Academy Award-

Alias Grace, Tyrant, and an Emmy Award

winning film composer recognized for

for

his evocative blending of non-western

for the 2012 mini-series World Without

traditions with orchestral and electronic

End. “The most gratifying filmmaking

music. He composed the transculturally

experiences are ones that take effort to

inspired 2013 Oscar and Golden Globe-

unpeel the layers surrounding the heart

winning score for Ang Lee’s Life of Pi.

of the story and to find the best musical

Danna also composed scores for Ang

expression of that heart,” says Danna.

Lee’s The Ice Storm and Ride With

“Those are always the film scores I am

the Devil. Other noted credits include

most proud of.

outstanding
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OZREN K. GLASER

(directed by Stephen Daldry) with 5

Composer – HR

Oscar nominations and one win (Actress
in a Leading Role – Kate Winslet); and

Ozren K. Glaser (1984) is a Croatian

many theatrical projects at Dubrovnik

film and theatre composer, also the

Summer

founder and Artistic Director of the

Theater and others.

International

Sound

&

Festival,

Croatian

National

Film

Music Festival in Croatia. He
is

also

writer
His

an

and

award-winning
sound

notable

collaborations
African

designer.

works

musical

on
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include
South-

U-Carmen

eKhayelitsha (directed by Mark
Dornford-May) that won the
Golden Bear Award at the
Berlin Film Festival; The Reader
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Discover our sponsors

Creative Europe
The Camille Awards are co-funded by the Creative Europe programme
of the European Commission.

Juan Gil Bodegas Familiares
Juan Gil Bodegas Familiares through its wineries, are firmly committed
to the native varieties of grapes coming from different Spanish wine
regions. They are especially engaged in the conservation of the old
vineyards composing the rich and scarce heritage of these unique
varieties of grapes. The winemakers from each of their wineries are
26

specialized in the production of typical varieties of the lands where
they are located. The wines show the characteristics of varieties,
vineyards and areas from which they come, showing their genuine
personality in each case. Juan Gil Family also supports composers
through its International Soundtrack Composition Prize.

AGICOA
AGICOA (Association of International Collective Management of
Audiovisual Works) is an international, not-for-profit organization
established thirty-five years ago. The rights managed by AGICOA relate
mainly to copyright and related rights of producers of audiovisual
works, their successors in title and entities representing them. AGICOA
represents clients worldwide. It operates under the terms of audiovisual
copyright law established by the Berne Convention and the provisions
of the Cable and Satellite Directive. Since 2000, it has collected and
distributed over two billion euros of royalty payments on a portfolio of
more than a million audio-visual products
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